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This Handbook sets forth the disposition of official records of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration. Its provisions are applicable to NASA
Headquarters and all field installations.
This revised edition has been enlarged in scope and retitled to provide
guidance in all aspects of records retirements, transfers, destruction, and
retrievals from Federal Records Centers. New records control schedules have
been added and others revised. Also included are procedures for making recom-
mendations for improved coverage of records categories by additions or revi-
sions.
The NASA Records Control Schedules are issued under authority of the NASA
Records Management Officer in accordance with Section lOl-ll.406, Federal
Property Management Regulations. They were approved for NASA use by the
National Archives and Records Service, the General Accounting Office, and by
the Joint Committee on the Disposition of Executive Papers, U.S. Congress.
Requests for additional copies of this Handbook should be submitted to the
local HASAManag_ent Issuance Distribution point. This Handbook will be re-
vised by page changes and is a controlled publication.
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CHAPTER I: APPLICATION OF NASA RECORDS CONTROL SCHEDULES
The NASA Records Control Schedules are divided along broad !_nc!-" •'_) n_% .t
lines. Schedule ], "Genera] and A@_inistrative Record%" will be usod iO all
The first column ti%!ed "Item" is a reference number give_: Io !h_: serie::
descriptions in the second colu_m_. The item nwd,er tJse_ after the
schedule n_,nber shows in abbreviated form the disposal atnhority, a;;
needed for Column 14 when completing Standard Form 135, Records Trans-
mittal and Receipt, for transferring records to a Federui Recordr_
Center. For ex_mple: NRC_ 6-2 refers to NASA Records C,)niro] ScCLe:iule 6,
Item 2.
The second column titled " _ "Descrlption of Recoris" identifie_z eat!: <._v_e-
gory and series of records and shows the Office of Record when nece_;car:-.
The third colmm titled "Disposition" shows the required period of !,im,_,
that records must be maintained by NASA offices and by the Federa] .Re,cords
Center. Records should be arranged by fiscal year wherever poss_'ble.
Records will no_imlly be destroyed or transferred by NASA of'fice:: u< 1he
begirming of the fiscal year or duri_ "Records Rou_Aup" (0cto[,er)
following the completion of tl_e dispo:_ition rcquireme<ts. Th_ ex,:ep¢io;_
to this is records that are maintained for le<:_ tha_ one year.
After the inactive records to be removed have l,een selectee : ar_i
matched with the appropriate item description :in the sch,_,:]ule, fl c:_,
be readily seen:
a. When the material should be destroyed by your office, or
b. When it should be transferred to a Federal Record Center, a_,_!
c. How long the Federal Records Center will retain the m_vterial.
Material will be transferred to installation staging areaa and ult,i-
mately to the Federal Records Centers in accc_rdance with the procedure:_ and
instructions of each installation's Records Management Officer.
procedures this Handbook and the disl0ositions setPlease no_e thst the _I n
forth for re_'or£s are not applicable t_ library materials or the r_ferenc_:
do(-uments normally housed in libraries. Such materials are :<nsid<_rt_d to be
m,_n-reeord materials. The Handbook does not intend _o regular<, library oper-
ations _n any way.
ORIGINAL PAGE IS Ch. 1 I-i
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CHAPTER If: RECOMMENDING CHANGES TO
NASA RECORDS CONTROL SCHEDULES
Offi_,ials who generate and maintain NiLqA r_,cords will submit rec.,m-
mended _.hanges and addl_ms t_ NASA Re(,ords Controt Schedules which ar_
intended to make th_ schedules more comprehunsiw- _ and easi_r 1.o use, i.e.,
when s('h_du[e descriptloms do not _over a part i{'u]ar type of re_'ord, or
when existing instru('tions need change; or, _'ertain instructions should
be deleted. Reco_nendations are to be submitted on NASA Form 141_J, "Pro-
posed Change to NASA Records Control Schedules" and forwarded through the
installation Re_ords Management Offi_'er to the NASA Records Management
Officer, NASA }I_adquarters, Atln: DHi-I. (See Figure If-l).
Proposed changes must be <'oordinated by the Records Management
Officer with <_ffi_'ia[s of other <Jffices maintaining similar re(,<}rds.
Re_'ommendatlons disappr{_ved _j,, <he insta]lat:i<_,_ }{<_cords Management Officer
should not be fc,rwarded to NASA Headquarters. The [nst.allation Records
Management Officer is also ___xp_:_<'tedto initiat_ proposed schedule changes
and will coordinate such action with officials of interested offices.
a. Who Pr<,pares the Form
i_oxes _ through 13 arc _'_,mpleted by thu imitiating offi_.ial and
the remaining b_)x_s are {.ompleted by the installation Records
Manageme_lt C}ffi,'er.
L. How to Prepar<- th_ Form
Box l -- TO: (Prepr[nled)
}_,ox 2 -- q'HRO[I(]t{: (Installation Records Management Officer).
Fnt<_r the offi_'e {'ode and name of the installation
Rec,c,rds Management Off_<er.
lJ<)x _ -- FROM: (Instaktation). Enter name of a('Itv[ty, off[_'e
,,ode and h,)me installation of initiating official.
Box 4 -- Functional Area Accumulating Records. Name of fun,'-
Iional area generating the records for which the
proposal is being submitted.
box 5 -- S<'hedule Title. Enter title of applicable schedule.
Box 6 -- Schedule Nr. Enter number of applicable s,_hedule.
Box 7 -- Item. Check appropriate block indicating whether an
additional item is being proposed or whether its a
revision of an existing item. Enter schedule item
number if proposing change to an existing item.
8/14/72 Ch. 1 II-i
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Box <,e__ Description of Records. Enter proposed new narrative
les.ription of the records and check the box, or if
_<_¢ords description is not changed, requote the ex_sting
des_:,ription and check "no r'hange. "
Box 9 -- Disposition. Enter proposed new disposition instructions
and ,_heck box, or if disposition instruction is not
_hang_d, req_ote the existing disposition and check "no
._h_u_}_e."
Box i0 - ,Tustli'[(_ation. Ent<r reason Yor proposing the change;
why is the addition or the revision desirable.
Boxes ii, 12, & 13 -- Typed Name and Title of Initiating Official,
Signature, and Date. Self explanatory.
Re<.)rds Management Officer's Review --
Re.on_nendations and Comments of Reviewing itMO. Include a specific
concurrence with the reco_nendation_ or portion thereof_ as appro-
priate. Also, [n.lude any information needed to supplement, imple-
ment, and complement that furnished by the initiator.




NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SP_CE ADMINISTRAT!ON
PROPOSED CHANGE TO NASA RECORDS COHTROL SCIIEDULE
TO:
\ '_,_ tl,,-rd- 'q,._,,_z, ...I IIFFi, ,,,
_!tn: (:,,d, I)II "x-I
, ,,,, j_._, ,;ri_t_ll-t_,,r, 1,"4, '_
Mrs. Ethel Smith
<]cntra,"ts Branch, Procurement Division
PROPOSAL D_TA
kROM <tr /.::J",_' _)¢t .... ,,,,_ rr,,' ,ll,,t , ,
Procurement Division
Marshall Space Flight Center
, : ,,_ _ ,j, _ ", r i .Ft,,r, %HH t44i. I.._,
Procurement and Supply Records
• ............. F ..........
.. "_,:.L:_,L r _0 I" 17
........ [----- - ....
A< T_ON 7
RECOMMENDED CHANGE OR ADDIT!ON TO DISPOS'TION INS] RUCFIONS
9. DrSPOSI TI ,"N
8. E)ESQ_PT'CtN O_* _ECO_DS
Basic A_reement Files -- Basic agreements are
made with individual contractors to set forth
tae negotiated contract clauses which shall be
applicable to future contracts entered into be-
tween the contractor and NASA during the term
of the basic agreements. All basic agreements,
current and active, or canceled or superseded
for any one oontractor, shall be filed together.
Transfer file to FRC 2 years
after final payment on the last
NASA contract performed by the
applicable contractor. Destroy
4 years after transfer.
}!,asic Agr_,ements are not. c :ntracts and have not heretofore appeared as an item in
the s.'hedule. However, they are binding in a _ontractual sense, and are essential
to th_ re..ord ,of the :_overnment's and the contractor's obligations to one another.
FIGURE I1-1




CHAPTER r.. TRANSFERRING RECORDS TO STAGING AREAS
AND FEDERAL RECORDS CENTERS
When to Transfer Records
m
Inactive or semi-active records should not be allowed to occupy expensive
filing equipment and prime office space. Files referred to not more than once
a month per file drawer are considered to be inactive and should be trans-
ferred to less expensive storage space at installation staging areas and ulti-
mately, to Federal Records Centers. (None of the items appearing on the
Disposition of Transitory and NonrecordMaterial, Chapter VI of this Handbook,
should be transferred.)
C_o_!iiete Standard Form 135 to Identif 2 Records Transferred
Standard Fcr_ 135 "Records Transmittal and Receipt" will be executed for
_'ery group of records transferred to installation staging areas, Federal
_cords Centers, another installation, another Federal agency, and for histor-
ical records transferred directly to the National Archives. Standard Form 135A
"Records Transmittal and Receipt (Continuation)" will be used as necessary.
(See Figures Ill-1 and III-2.)
a. Distribution of SF 135
Sufficient copies of SF 135s will be made to meet local, shipping and
ederal Records Center requirements. One eopy_rill also be forwarded to the
NASA Records Management Officer, NASA Headquarters, Code DHA-1, covering ship-
ments to Federal Records Centers, another Federal agency, or to National Archives.
Intra-agency transfers or movements of magnetic tape are excluded. SF 135s sent
to the NASA Records Management Officer mus____tinclude the accession number and the
records group number.
b. How to prepare SF 135
NOTE: THIS IS THE ONLY RECORD THAT NASA RETAINS TO DESCRIBE RECORDS
TRANSFERRED FRGM YOUR OFFICE. THIS DOCUMENT IS VITAL TO YOUR OFFICE
WHEN YOU OR OTHER _W_LOYEES, IN LATER YEARS, NEED TO RETRIEVE
SPECIFIC PAPERS. THE RECORDS MUST BE ADEQUATELY DESCRIBED.
Items 1 through 12 -- Self explanatory.
Item 12 -- Box numbers. Number boxes sequential]y, beginning with
number 1. Make sure box numbers correspond with each set
of records described in Item 13.
Item 13 -- Description of Records with Inclusive Dates.
(i) Avoid the us@ of abbreviations.
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(2) Show full organizational identity of the office transferring the
records to include, as a minimum, the installation, major office
and sub-office. Office codes may be used as an additional ident_
fying feature, but will _n°t be used in lisu of ar_ part of the
full organizational identity.
(3) Make a brief statement (not more than "two or three sentences) of




Describe the records being transferred such as, correspondence,
memoranda, reports and contracts, and the kinds, of actions the
records authorized, directed, etc. Indicate the program and proj-
ect, if applicable, and if pertinent, the subject content of
the records. Show the arrangement of the records (alphabetical,
rmmerical, decimal classification, subject, etc.) then list the
contents of each box and indicate the inclusive dates. If they
are subject files, usually the folder labels are listed in order.
If they are in date, alphabetical or nnmerical order, it is usu-
ally only necessary to list the first and last folders if they
are inclusive.
1% -- Disposal Authority. Retention and disposition instructions
for each set of records within the group being transferred
on a specific transaction, must be cited in this column.
Match the description item in the applicable NASA ._ecords
Control Schedule (NRCS) in Chapter V of this Handbook.
State the NRCS rmmber, item number, and destruction date




If permanent_ state_ "PERMANENT per Records Retention
Plan No. NN-473-14." If a set of records is not covered
by any of the existing NASA schedules, place the notation
in Item 1%, as shown below, and submit a completed NASA
Form 1418 "Proposed Change to NASA Records Control






Records are transferred in standard GSA records cartons, each holding
one cubic foot (12"XISXI0 i/2i'). They may be obtained through the installation
Records Management Officer. The boxes will accommodate either letter-size or
legal-size material. Special boxes may be obtained for oversized or odd-sized
_aterial, such as punch cards, magnetic tapes or microfilm, when necessary.
Nonstandard boxes cannot be used because they will not fit on the shelving at
the Federal Records Center.
III-2
Packin_ the Containers
Before placing records in the GSAboxes, make sure that any records
eligible for destruction are destroyed, and that any blocks of published
materials are removed from the files. Do not, however, remove single copies
of publications which are part of the files. Also, do not screen records on
a time consuming paper-by-paper basis.
Without disturbing the existing filing arrangement, pack the records
snugly in the box with the folders in an upright position. The front of the
box is the 12 inch end without the metal staples. The file folder labels
should face the front so they can be read easily from that end. Do not force
them. If possible, records having the same retention periods should be packed
in the same box. Conversely, those hsving widely different retention periods
should not be placed in one box. The record which has the longest retention
period will establish the retention of the whole box of records.
Labeling and Transferring Containers
The printed label on the front of each box must be completed in a clear
and legible manner. NASA Form 1460 will be used for boxes that are not pre-
labeled. A felt tip t_pe marker is recommended. Indicate the accession num-
ber, agency, division, o; office, and brief description of the records. Each
box for the group of records recorded on the SF 135 must be numbered consec-
utively in the upper right corner of the front of the box, starting with num-
ber i. Close each filled box by tucking the flaps alternately over and under.
DO NOT SEAL OR TAPE BOXES.
Each separate transaction transferring a group of records must be assigned
an accession number. Contact your installation Records Management Officer for
assistance in obtaining the accession number and procedures for pickup of the
boxes. The completed copies of SF 135 for each transaction must accompany the
boxes or be forwarded to the installation Records Management Officer according
to installation procedures.
Restrictions on Transfer of Security Classified Records:
a. Secret and Confidential records, coming under the General Declassifi-
cation Schedule, can and should be retired to Federal Records Centers
whenever the records become eligible for retirement.
b, Prior to retiring to a Federal Records Center, Secret and Confidential
documents coming within the purview of the General Declassification
Schedule (including the older Group 4) will be remarked as appropriate.
(See Chapter 3, NHB 1620,3, and Chapter 5, NHB 1640.4B)
C • Classified records which are Top Secret or are EXEMPT from the General
Declassification Schedule (including old Groups i, 2, and 3) are aNOT
eligible for retirement.
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NATO documents classified RESTRICTED or higher, shall not be retired
to a United States depository, but shall be destroyed when they hay
served their purpose. (See USSAN Instruction 1-69).
eo Folders of records containing classified material must be segregated
from those containing unclassified material and retired in separate
boxes and on different accessions. Folders containing classified
material may NOT be retired mixed with unclassified material.
Accessionin_ Securit_ Classified Records:
When the Standard Form 135, "Records Transmittal and Receipt" is filled
out to transfer classified records:
a. Item 1 will show the highest classification of any of the records in
any box included in the accession.
b. Item 13, Description of Records, will start with the following certi-
ficate by the head of the office retiring the records:
This certifies that the records in this accession are
subject to the General Declassification Schedule, and
all automatic downgrading actions possible have been
taken and the documents re-marked accordingly. Based
on the most recent date of publication of the highest
classified document in this accession, all of the con-
tents of the boxes become unclassified on December 31,
Typed
Name Signed
" [Hea_ of office or his duly authorized representative)
c. Care must be takenj in Item 13, in describing the classified records
to be sure to exclude classified information from the description.
The NASA Physical Security Handbook, NKB 1620.3, as amended, sets forth
minimum standards, procedures, specifications, and guidelines for the pro-
tection of classified information in the _ossassiom of NASA. This Handbook,
as implemented by local Security Officers, will be followed.
III-4
STANOARO FO4qM I_JULY IESI [OITIQfl 1 RECORDS TRANSMITTALIGENERAL SERYICU ADMIN..MR (,, (_)*.-,,.i : AND RECEIPT
__ mmuc_o.s
FROM: {Nam and 4ddrcea oJ Ag*_cv tr*_l*r_.g ve¢o_Lm)
National' Aeronautics & Space Admlnistratiom
Washington, D.C. _05h6 Mail Stop 85
I CITE SECURITY CLASSIFICATK)N AND/OR RESTR)CTION ON USE OF RECORDS, IF ANY
Unclassified - To be released only upon authorization of NASA
2. SQUARE FEET Of SPACE CLEARED
A. OFFICE IL STOP.AGE
Code ERO --
P_T_ 1 OF _ PJ_ES
TO Ii COMPLETED AT FEDERAL UE4)_Jldi_[NTEa
SIGNATURE DATE N[CON [1'410
TITLF
\go_ultland Road .
._shlmgton, D.C. 20_O9 Mall Stop 386
3 FILING EQUIPMENT EMPTIE[_
S NAME OF AGENCY CUSTODIAN OF RECORDS
Joyce C. O'Malley
A FILl[ CAIIINETS {NO.) II, TRANS lelLr_, (NI).) C. SH_IVING (LIJI...I'L)
6 IKIILDING AND NGOM NO.
FOB IO-B 252





II MAY THE RECORDS BE OESTIEOYEO AS _SCH[DULED WITHOUT FUNTHE_ AGENCY C;ONOURIkENCET [] YES i e_ NO
| k_llRCV OfFICIAl. {81_JahlrG)
Earl W. Dade






DESCRIPTION OF RECORDS WITH INCLUSIVE DATES
(8kau _E, an(_:m,_d cmnpo, m_t *rgadt.e r*_-dm)
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Office of Applications
Earth Observations Programs
Operational Meteorology Satellites Program (Code ERO)
This office is responsible for the technology programs
which will help establish a firm scientific basis and
implement an.operational system for global and local-
area, short-term weather forecast through the use of
satellites with highly developed sensor equipment.
The enclosed contains files dealing with flight pro-
grams and experiments, weather satellites, sensor
equipment used, organizations _ealing with data ob-
tained and miscellaneous files--all used in previous
projects of this particular program (ERO). (Originals
and copies of correspondence, memornadums, and reports)
Inclusive dates: 1963-1971
11. ¢)ATE
14 DISPOS AL AUT_ORIT_
($e.kad.i* o*ld I_,- Vo)
Flight Pro0ects and Experiments (1964-1971): NRCS 24
Flight Projects Gen #6 (196h) Item 2
Flight Projects Gen #7 (1965)
Flight Projects Gen #8 (1965) RETAIN INDEFIN-
Flight Projects Gen #9 (1966) ITELY
Flight Projects Gen #i0 (1967) Review Nov 1980
Flight Schedules-Major Schedules Space Projects
at GSFC (1968) /\/
Meteorology Flight Experiments (1969-1971)
(OHA OVERPRINT, SEP 70) NASA-HQ _w_"




MU_ (41 I_| 10|-1|_4
BOX NUMBERS
FRC ONLY I ._v
ont
.
STANDARD FORM ! 35-A
JULY I_1 EDITION
RECORDS TRANSMITTAL _**[NcYNASA Headquarters
AND RECEIPT :arth Observations Programs
[_MTINUAYION ) :ode ERO








(ATS- Applicatlons Technology Satellite)
Sensor Equ_) :
Spin SCan Camera 19 5-1966)
Spin Scan Camera (1966)











(APT--Automatic Picture Transmission) .Organizations and Work Efforts (1965-1971) : 0Advanced Research & Technology(SR&T) (1965-197) /_
Weather Facsimile Experiment(WEFAX) (1966-1969)/_:
Weather Satellite Programs Benefits (1969-19_X_.^_ _. e_(
Weather Services Centennial(WESCENT) (1970_eA _'°,_'o¢' _";'_"





CHAPTER IV: RETRIEVAL SERVICE
Records can be readily retrieved from stagin_ areas and Federal Records
Centers. Routine requests should be made by completing Optional Form ii,
"Reference Request - Federal Records Centers. " (See Figure IV-I.) When
requesting this service be sure to furnish complete delivery information to
include your name and telephone ntmlber, building name, and street addre_'s.
The records must be identified by accession number, box ntunber in which the
records are likely to be found, and a precise description of the recogds
needed. If available, the location number should also be furnished.
Boxes or individual folders (if properly indentified) may be obtained.
Generally, Records Centers will also provide infomnation from records over
the telephone if the specific record is sufficiently well identified.
Any records withdrawn from the Federal Records Center should be
returned. When boxes of records are withdrawn, all folders should be
refiled in their proper place in the boxes before being returned. The
borrower is responsible for returning the records as soon as they are
no longer needed. If records (boxes or folders) are withdrawn and are
not to be returned, the borrower must so notify the FRC so their records
can be annotated.
Installation Records Staging Areas
Most records of temporary value are disposable within three years after
annual cutoff. However, the majority of records of both temporary and perma-
nent value become noncurrent (i.e., do not need to be maintai1_ed in expensive
office space and filing equipment) before they are eligible for disposal or
retirement to a Records Center. A staging area is a storage area in which
such records are kept during the interim. It may be a basement, the whole
or part of a warehouse or other available type building.
Records staging areas are reco_mnended for use by all installations to
prevent unnecessary shipping costs. It precludes the necessity and expense
of making partial shipments and minimizes the need for shipping shorl te_
retention records.
Staging areas are not intended to function as Records Centers in ar_y
way. However, both permanent and temporary records may be stored there u_til
they are eligible for disposal or retirement to a Records Cente__. Stagi_j
areas will not be used for the storage of current, actively used, record:.
Nom_mlly, staging areas will be under the a&_inistrative control of the
inctallation Records Management Officer.
8/t</72 Ch. i IV-1
FIC |0_ NO
_|kl_ ITEM OR INFOIIU_4TION REQU6S'r_D
____If a complete box is needed I write or type:
All
..... (Lf several boxes are neededj fill out a serrate OF 11 for each box_
If a file folder is needed i t__or write title of folder: obtained from]
the SF i_ _ sure to enter the box number in which the folder is
located in FRC Box No. column.
If several folders are needed a separate Op Form 11 must be typed for
each folder. The reason 18 becauee the last copy (yellow copy) is used




i (Obtained from SF 135)
L
General Services Administration
Federal Records Center NARS
_Sui_1.m_i. _ ...... _gi_ s
(('LC[) (Zone) (.;,_le)
FOR RECORDS CEI_TFR (t._k"O;VI.Y
LOCATION OF RECORD(S) TO lie SEARCHED
N*,UR.Or SEAV,CE(Leave blank I un-
iless permanent withdrawal)
rUffNISN COPY Or PERI_a, NENT[] aECORD(S,ONL, [] W,TNORaVAL
F(,l{ IO':C,_/RH_ CI,;._'_TI..R_IrSl." ONLY
] OTHER(Sl._CdX) .....
• i




Fill( ( _A Ct_ IIFkII _.._I I H
i (Complete)
._.,_._,-o I(NASA,Office Code, Room Numoer, Building Name,
o_ _,,c_ and Street address. )'It,, I_,,h
RECEIPT OF RECORDS
i TELEPHONE NO. REQUESTER PLEASE SIGN, DATE AND RETURN
TNIS _ORJ_, _OR _ILE ITEM($I ISTED ABOVE.
ONLY Ir T_[ _LOCK _0 RIGHT HA_ BEEN
C_ECKED BY THE RECORDS CENTER ..._J
S_GNATURE DATE
(Leave blank )
)PTIONAL FORM NO il
I-v--2
1_ u ,S GOYLRN,,_ENT PRIHTINO 'JrrlC| _e_8.31_175S
REFERENCE REQUEST- FEDERAL RECORDS CENTERS _zz-_o_
FIGURE IV-1
CHAPTER V: NASA RECORDS CONTROL SCHEDULES
Background
The "National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958" abolished the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) and transferred its functions and
records to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). The
Records Control Schedule that was approved for NACA on January 253 1954
(Job No. II-NNA-718, H.R. lllO, 83rd Congress, 2nd Session), was soon found
to be obsolete for use in NASA. Until a new Records Control Schedule could be
written, NASA adopted the use of the General Records Schedules that are issued
by the General Services Administration (GSA), National Archives and Records
Service (MARS), to provide disposition standards for records common to several
or all Federal agencies. Although the General Records Schedules are useful,
many of the records in NASA are unique and are not included in the schedules.
A detailed study of the records in NASA was started by the agency's records
officers with the assistance of NARS, in July 1966. The results of that study
are the NASA Records Control Schedules (NRCS) that are printed in this
Chapter. The first twenty-two schedules were approved by the Archivist of the
United States, the Congressional Committee on the Disposition of Executive
Papers, and the General Accounting Office during 1968 and 1969. The other
schedules and some revisions to existing schedules were approved in 1970
(under amendments to Title 44, U.S. Code) by the Archivist of the United
States, the Administrator, General Services Administration, and the General
Accounting Office. As the need arises, other schedules may be developed in the
future. These NRCS supersede all previous records disposition schedules used
in NASA.
Statutory Requirements
The "Records Disposal Act of 1943," as amended, and the "Federal Records
Act of 1950," as amended, establish the standards for retention, destruction,
and transfer of Federal records. The Administrator of the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration, as head of a Federal agency, is required to
establish and maintain an active, continuing program for the economical and
efficient management of the records of the agency.
Purpose
The NASA Records Control Schedules are mandatory and provide for: (i) the
preservation of records which are of long term or permanent value; (2) the
prompt disposal of records which do not warrant further retention; and (3) the
transfer of records to installation staging areas and to Federal Records
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CHAPTER VI: DISPOSITION OF TRANSITORY AND NONRECORD MATERIAL
No files, other than the _y_es d_.:cribed below and those authorized under the
NASA Records Control :]-hedule_:_ .;hould be destroyed without consulting the
Records; Mauagement Officer. All ol' the material described below should be
disposed of as indicate_.
Proper
Description Disposition
Publications and other Printed Materials
Telephone Directories (obsoleLe copies). Des troy
Manual Issuances (obsolete copies). Destroy
List of conferences and meetings (except
current list).
Send accumulated file to
Installation llistorian
Extra or stuck copi<n_ of documents no
longer needed for distribution purposes.
Destroy or return to stock
Commercial and industrial catalogues and
price li_;ts (obsolute copies).
Destroy
Publications from other Covern.men_ agen-
cies which are not in current use, e.g.,
old U.S. Government Organizational
Manuals.
D_stroy
Formal NASA Reports (TNs, T_, TP_,
SPs, etc.) (See NRCS 24-4)
Send to Library
NASA Contractor Reports (Set NRCS 24-4) Send to Library
Contractor Progress Reports:
Over 2 years old
Two years old or less
Destroy
Send to Library
Technical magazines, periodicals Send to Library
Legislative Publications and Documents
Congressional Directories (obsolete copies). Destroy
Congressional Records (obsolete copies).
Federal Register (obsolete copies).
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Description
Office Working Files
Rough drafts and working notes from which
reports, staff papers, and other docu-
ments have been prepared and approved.
Stenographic notebooM; from which notes
have been transcribed.
Duplicate Copies of Typed Mmterial
Information copies of telegrarm_, dis-
patches, instructions, lutters, memo-
randurm_, correspondence and other
documents which are not a part of the
official subject or case file.
Used stencils and multilith mats.
Correspondence making routine arrange-
ments for speeches, meetings, ._c.
Correspondence fomvarding publications, ac-
knowledging letters or publications, etc.
Letter's and memorm_dun_s of transmittal
without attachments.
Letters, notes, and memorandums of simple
acknowledgement, and ex_re_:sion of ap-
preciation for cooperation or assistance.
Requests for information and replies involv-
ing no administrative a_tion, no new
decisions by NASA, and no original develop-
ment of special data.
Reading "chron" files
Correspondence regarding plans for con-
ferences and meetings, (e.g., invitations
to attend and acceptances or regrets,
notices, arrangements for space and
facilities, arrangements for chairman,
or speakers) excluding record copy of
finally approved agenda or progran_,
minutes, transcripts or proceedings,
speeches delivered, and comments made at






Destroy when no longer









Destroy after one year
Destroy after one year
Send _o NASA Historian
after one year
De_troy after one year
(See NRCS 1-39 for dis-
position of record copies).
V
Description
Duplicate Copies of T_ped Material
Obsolete mailing lists, notices of correc-
tions in mailing lists, correspondence and
memorandums regarding changes or correc-
tions in mailing lists.
Correspondence, memorandums, and notices
regarding changes or corrections in direc-
tories, etc.
Correspondence and internal memorandums regard-
ing details of office management (e.g., for-
warding of checks, arrangements for leave, for
travel, general cooperation, itineraries, etc.).
Minor items of reference data sent to field in-
stallations solely for their information and
not requiring any specific administrative action.
Requests for duplicating, for photographing, for
the preparation of graphics or charts, for steno-
graphic services, etc.
Records pertaining to charity drives, bond cam-
paigns, and other voluntary activities not part
of the regularly assigned functions of the agency.
Correspondence regarding progress of completed
studies, reports, etc.
Issuances, notices, reports, releases, tabula-
tions, and publications of other agencies or
private industry submitted for general informa-
tion only.
File of carbon copies of individual Time and
Attendance Reports as maintained by timekeepers
in each office.
NOTE: The office of origin of any published
material should maintain a complete set,
including obsolete and superseded items.
Supplies and Equipment
Obsolete blank forms.
Excess unused office supplies and forms which








Destroy after one year
Destroy after one year
Destroy after one year
Destroy after one year
Destroy after one year
Destroy after one year
Destroy one year fter
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APPENDIX A: GLOSSARY OF TERMS
ACTIVE RECORDS
Current and noncurrent records maintained in office files for immediate
use and reference. Records that are referred to on frequent occasions.
BREAK
The breaking point for making another file folder. The purpose is to
separate older file material from the newer, more active material. This
should be done regularly at designated periods of time, such as each fiscal
or calendar year, or after a specific action. Same as cutoff.
CASE FILE
A file arranged by name or number containing all papers pertaining to a
specific person, organization, place, or thing. Example: a personnel file, a
contract file, etc.
CUBIC FOOT OF RECORDS
A quantity of closely stacked Records measuring one foot long, one foot
wide, and one foot high; used as a yardstick to indicate volume of records on




The deliberate throwing out; any act which effectively obliterates the
informational content of records, such as tearing up, burning, pulping,
erasure (tapes).
DISPOSAL
Authorized removal from Federal custody, generally by destroying but
may include, under certain conditions, donation to a public institution or
other authorized recipient.
DISPOSITION
The destruction, retirement, or transfer of records or their donation to
non-Federal recipients. It may include two or more of these actions, such as
retirement after one year, retention for five years, and destruction after ten
years.
EVIDENTIAL VALUE
The usefulness of records as the primary evidence of NASA's authority,
functions, organization, operations, and basic decisions and procedures.
- a-1
FEDERALRECORDSCENTER
A records storage facility operated by the National Archives and Records
Service, General Services Administration, for housing and servicing noncur-
rent records of the Federal Government.
FILE CUT-OFF
Sameas file break. The breaking, or cutting off, of a file series in order
to facilitate reference to current files and permit the orderly disposal of
inactive records in "Blocks". To cut off or break files, a file series is
terminated arbitrarily after given period of time (or on a given date) or after
a specified action or event. A new file series then is begun.
GENERALCORRF_PONDENCEFILES
A group of related records accumulated by most organizations as a result
of their routine operations. Consists of an arrangement of correspondence,
memoranda,and messageson a numberof different subjects as distinguished
from case files on specific transactions.
GENERALRECORDSSCHEDULES
A comprehensive listing of records commonto several or all Federal
agencies issued by the Administrator of General Services Administration and
announcedin the Federal Property ManagementRegulations i01 - 11.404-2 to
provide disposition standards and timely retirement for each series of such
records. Use of these schedules is permissive and not mandatory with each
Federal agency.
HISTORICALVALUE
The usefulness of records for historical research concerning NASAor
for information about persons, places, events, or things.
INACTIVEP_CORDS
Those records uponwhich all action is complete and which are required
so infrequently in the conduct of current business that they maybe removed
from an office and retired without impairing current operations; defined as
those records that are referred to no more than once per monthper file drawer.
(Sameas noncurrent records)
INDEFINITERETENTIONPERIOD
Usedonly whena record does not necessarily possess permanentvalues
but a disposal date cannot be established in the foreseeable future and
file is therefore retained. All records with indefinite retention periods
are subject to re-evaluation for the possible establishment of definite






Materials that have no documentaryor evidential value that need not be
filed permanently, and if filed, should not be interfiled with record materials.
Theseare accumulated in the process of producing records, but they never
acquire a "record" characteristic; e.g., library materials, reference publica-
tions, duplicate copies of communicationsused as reading files, suspense files,
letters of transmittal, stocks of forms and publications, etc.
OFFICEOF RECORD
The agency, installation, office or organizational element which is
responsible for maintaining the official file copy of a record. Under func-
tional or decentralized files plans, the office of record is usually the office
which created the record or initiated the action on an incoming record, unless
otherwise designated. Under centralized files plans, the central file(s)
designated become(s) the office(s) of record.
OFFICIAL FILES
Each file containing record copies constitutes an "Official file". The
official file includes original incoming communications and the initialed
yellow record copies of outgoing and inter-office correspondence that have been
created; original or action copies of reports, executed forms, tapes, photo-
graphs, and other documentary materials.
OFFICIAL FILE STATIONS
Official file stations are specifically authorized and designated points
in NASA installations where records are maintained and serviced by speci-
fically assigned personnel. This includes any record keeping media such as
paper, photographs, microfilm, punched cards, magnetic tapes, etc.
0N-SITE AUDIT RECORDS
Records held by NASA at the direction of the General Accounting Office,
for audit by the GAO. These records normally consist of: Statement of Trans-
actions (formerly Accounts Current); Voucher-Schedules; Vouchers and sup-
porting documents; Certificates of Deposits; contract files consisting of each
contractual document including modifications, amendments, supplemental agree-
ments, and change orders; accomplished carbon copies of voucher schedules and
supporting basic documents covering payments to carriers for transporation
services.
PEB_NENT RECORD
That small proportion of an agency's records that are so valuable or
unique in documenting the history of the agency, or for other reasons that
should be preserved as part of the National Archives of the United States;
generally, those records that document primary missions, functions, respon-
sibilities, and significant experiences and accomplishments, or that contain
information of continuing value.
a-3
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RECORD GROUP NUMBER
An indentification number assigned to a single Federal agency by GSA
for archival control of that agency's documentation. Record Group No. 255
has been assigned to NASA. This number covers all HASA records except those
NASA records which revert to the control of the General Accounting Office
when transferred to a Federal Records Center. These GAO records are in
Record Group No. 217.
RECORDS
a. The statutory definition of records contained in the Records Disposal
Act of 19_3, reads: "Books, papers, maps, photographs, or other documentary
materials, regardless of physical form or characteristics, made or received by
any agency of the United States Government in pursuance of Federal Law or in
connection with the transaction of public business, and preserved or appro-
priate for preservation by that agency or its legitimate successor as evidence
of the organization, Panctions, policies, decisions, procedures, operations,
or other activities of the Government, or because of the informational value
of the data contained herein." These records are maintained at official file
stations. Such records cannot be destroyed without the authority granted in
the NASA Records Control Schedules.
b. NASA records are comprised of --
(1) Correspondence, management's written instructions, and other
action papers, including filled-in forms and other papers which
are needed for operations and transacting the agency's business,
excluding working papers.
(2) Record copies of drawings, photographs, motion picture film,
magnetic tape, _ASApublications, installation (local) publica-
tions, microfilm, punched cards, notebooks, etc.
The duplicate or multiple copies of those records described above are
ordinarily not considered to be official records. Similarly excluded from
records materials are published books, library materials and periodicals and
other printed reference materials.
RECORDS CONTROL SCHEDULES
The administrative media used by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration to obtain legal disposal authority for categories of NASA
records. When legally authorized by the Archivist of the United States, the
Administrator of General Services Administration, and the General Accounting
Office provisions of these schedules grant continuing authority to dispose of
identifiable categories of NASA records that have accumulated and that will
accumulate in the future.
RECORDS HOLDINGAREA
A local HASA space assigned for the temporary storage of nnncurrent
records which must be retained near at hand for an additional period before




All records and pa_ers in filing cabinets, on desks, on shelves, in
mechanized files, and in bookcases_-including documents, sketches, engin-
eering drawings, photographs, magneti{: tape, microfilm, computer punched
cards, notebooks and ring oinders containing records, etc., but excluding
library and museummaterial preserved for reference or exhibition purposes;
general reference publications; stoc:ks of supplies, publications, printed
documents, forms, etc.; and working materials in employee's desks.
RECORDSRETRIEVAL
The process of arranging for the prompt return of specific records which
are in a local staging area or in retirment at a Federal Records Center.
RETENTIONPERIOD
The period of time that inactive records must be kept after cutoff prior
to destruction.
RETIRI_tENT
_ne movementof valued noncurrent records to the prote.'tive storage of a
Federal Records Cent_Jrfor the duration of their retention period. Such records
are continually subject to retrieval.
SERI_B
Documents, volumes, or folders that are arranged under a _ingle filing
system, or are kept together as a unit because they relate to a particular




(See RECORDS HOLDING A/_IA)
TKt_PORARY RECORDS
Records having temporary value pe_nitting %heir destruction after a stated
period; contrasts with permanent records which have lasting value.
TRANSFER
The relocation of a quantity of records and change of custodial respon-
sibility from one NASA installation to another, to another Federal agency, a
Federal Records Center, or the National Archives.
TRANSITORY RECORDS
Records retained in an office file or a current files area for a short
period (approximating 3 months) until its purpose has been accomflished and
the record can be destroyed.
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VITAL RECORDS
Those records that are vital to the essential functions of the Federal
Government for the duration of a national emergency, iu,,'luding an attack on
the United States [NASA's essential functions are designated by Exe_:utivc
Order 11095) and those records essential to the preservation of the legal
rights and inT,erests of individuals (wherein NASA has a statutory r_sponsi-
bility therefor) and of NAJA. (See NMI 1440.9.)
P _,.,')[_<kLIi[,[; PAPERc _,
Those no_es, data oomp_lations, calculations, drafts, etc._ a_Jlated
by an employee _n the pro_.ess of studying_ surveying, investigating, cr ccn-
s_ier_n6 a subject, with the obje_.tive of developing a rationale, drawing
firm con_ lus[ons and perhaps recommendations concerning a prcposed a<_tion.
Most such papers can be destroyed after the final reporting document is
oompleted and f<:r this reason are not classed as records. However, whenever
su'h papers are passed on to another employe_ (for any reason) they become
records and should be c_:un_ed in records holdings.
V _
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Non-contract Training 15 33
Quality 20 5
Access Lists 12 5



















































Files, R&D Project 25 la(1)
Training (CSC) 15 35
Air Sample Analysis Logs 21 9
Air and Water Pollution
Reports 18 13
Allocation
Call Signs I0 1,3
N_npow er 1 36





Allowed Claims 13 lb
RLinors 13 lb(1)
Personal Injury ]3 lb (1)
Alterations 18 12
Request Files, Telephone lO 16
Telephone Facilities 8 2
Analog Charts Files,
Project 25 5
Analyses, Policy 1 la,b
Annual Listing of
Accunmlated Pay 4 9












































































User Reports and Records 14 3
Vehicle Safety&
Maintenance Inspection 14 9







25 4 Case Files 15 ii
Denied - Hearings 13 18
Personnel 15 11-14
i0 1,9 Program 15 12
i0 139 Publicity 15 14
Assurance, Quality
Astronaut















21 13 Material 1 20,28,2a
21 9
























































Communications Operation i0 9,3,1
Communications Repre-
sentation lO 9,3,1

































































































Certificate Files 15 4
Certificates
Of Inspection 18 1
Possession 18 1










Minititrack Analog 25 5
P&D Project 25 5
Charts Files
Ionospheric Disturbances 25 5a(1)
Minitrack Analog 25 5
R&D Project 25 5
Chronological File Copies
of Personnel Actions 15 15a
Circuit Usage Report File i0 2
Circulars 1 2
Civilian Service Emblem





Personal Injury 13 ib(1)
Case file 13 1
Damage Loss 13 1
Death 13 1

















Invention (Reports) ]_3 5
Legal (Allowed) 13 lb
Legal (Disallowed) 13 Ic
Legal (Investigative) 13 4
Legal (Miscellaneous) 13 2




Patent (Allowed) 13 lb
Patent (Disallowed) 13 lc
Patent (Investigative) 13 4
Patent (Master) 13 la
Patent (Miscellaneous) 13 2
Patent (Reports) 13 5
Personal Injury 13 1
Personal Property 13 1
Settled by GAO 2 4
Tort 13 1
Classified Document





Code Systems Files I0 9
Collection and Disbursing
Vouchers 2 1
Collection of Funds 2 5
Commercial Printing




































Lease Requests I0 7
NASA Authority to
initiate Action l0 7




Request Files l0 7
Fixed Facility
Project Files l0 6
Operations Files lO 9
Program Files lO 4
























































Health Report Files ii 8













































































































































































































































































































































































































Employees' Appointment Rec. 15 3
Drivers tests
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GA0 Notices 2 2
EXcess
Real Property 18 1
Personal Property 18 6
Property 17 15
Supplies 17 15









P&D Project 25 4
Experimental Hardware





















































Fitness for Duty Exam-
ination Records




























































GA0 Notices of Exception
























































Medical Case Histories ll 4a
Foreign 1 la
Owned Vehicles 15 26
Grading 18 12
Grant Files
B&D Project 25 la(1)
Ground Support Equipment 18
Group Life Insurance 15 23
Groups
Working 1 3 9
GSA Bills 2 1








































Record Cards ii 2
Case Files ii 4






Denied Awards 13 18
Historical Data
Real Property 18 1
Real Property (Permanent) 18 2a
Historical Items 1 8
Historical Volumes 1 28
Histories 1 3
Holder Lists











Health Record Cards Ii 2
Medical Records of On-
site Contractor
Personnel ll 3
Industrial Property 17 17
Information Service Report 19 5












































































































































































Labor Relations 1 17
Laboratory Notebook Files 25 3
I_md Acquisition 18 1
I_nd In_rovements 18 12
Landscaping 18 12
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Launch
Complex Assessment Review 20 1
Critical Items 17 17
Facilities 18 2
Readiness Reviews 20 1
Vehicle Inspection Fi]e 20 6
L_yout
Space 20 i0
Leak Test Logs 21 9
Leases
Communications Facilities l0 7
Continuity 18 1
Leave Cards 4 3
Leave Transferred Records 4 4
Ledgers
Cost Report Data 5 6a
Stores Accounting 5 1








































































































































































































































































































































Office Mail & Messenger
Service Records i0 21
O£ficial Personnel Folders 15 1
Operation of Govt.
Owned Vehicles 15 26

















Paid Schedules 2 i
Painting & Color Selecting 18 12,16
Panels i 6,7
Parking Lots 18 12
Parking
Permits 8 4a














































































Personal Injury Claim 13 1
Personal Property 18
Excess 18 6
Safety Records 21 6





Personnel Notifications 4 5
Personnel Office 1 9b
Personnel Records 15 19
Duplicate 15 19
Temporary 15 8




Pesticides Report Files ii 9
Photographic
Work Order 9 4
Photographs 9 la(l )
Identification 8 4a















































































P SCH ITeM P SCH ITeM
Preliminary Requirements
Review
R&D Projects 25 la(z0)
Preparation
Cargo 22 5
Press Kits 19 i
Printing 16
Accounting Records 16 Ib
Authorizations 16 5
And Duplicating Contract 17 i













_dmini strative i 20,3
Emergency Operating i 21




































































































Installation Files 18 12
Issue 17 22


















Measures Reports 21 7
Provisioning 17
Public Affairs Statistical




Transportation Charges 2 i
Publications i 28
Scientific und Tecn. 23 7
P_D 24-4, 25 6
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R SCH IT_ R SCH IT_
Real Property--Cont.





(Permanent Records) 18 2a
EasementInterest 18 1
Facilities Project
Case File 18 ii
Historical Data 18 1
Historical Data




Installation Brochures 18 1
Installation Brochures
(Permanent Records) 18 2a









Maps& Drawings 18 1
Master Plan (Permanent
Records) 18 2a
Payment& Closing Sheets 18 1
Permits 18 1
Purchases 18 1
Records (Permanent) 18 2
Records (Temp.) 18 3
Institutional Housing
Requirements 18 3a
To Disposal Agency 18 1




In-House Facilities 18 2b
NASAIndustrial
Facilities 18 2b
NASATotal Facilities 18 2b








































mental Health Ii 8
Consolidated Health &




Cost Effectiveness 25 la(9)
Cost Reduction 1 18,19
Consultation Report 25 la(7)
Deduction of Insurance 4 16
EmergencyPreparedness 1 20
_luipment 17 17
Excess Personal Property 18 6
Excess Real Property 18 1
Feasibility, R&DProject 25 la(9)
Feeder I 5
Files - P&DProject 25 6
Film P&DProject 25 7
Foreign National Visitor 19 17
Health & Medical ll 5
Information Copies 1 9h
Information Service 19 5
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Records--Cont.
Inspection & Proof 20 6
Insurance 4 16
Internal 1 lO
Internal Administrative 1 9a
Job (Printing & Dupli-
cating ) 16 2











































































Unsatisfactory Condition 20 7

















































































































Mail File I0 17
Regulations I 2
Legal Opinion 13 3
ReimBursement Voucher 2 i
Relations File Conmmity 19 19
Relations File
Labor i 17






& Assessments 2O 5
Relocation Request
Telephone i0 16
Telephone Facilities 8 2




Telepnone Facilities 8 2
Repair and Utility Work
Orders (Property and





















































































Plans & Procedures 20 4
Program Requirements 20 4
Survey Status Reports 20 5
Request Files

























Safe Handling & Storage
of Hazardous Materials 21 i
Safety Program Reports 21 3
Safety Records 21 3
Safety Standard Records 21 I
Sales Stores 17
Sanborn Recordings
R&D Project 25 5
Savings Bonds




































































Signal Plan Files I0 5
Single Failure Point 20 5
Site Activation, B&D 18 12
Site Deactivation, R&D 18 12
Siting 18 12
Slides 9 lb





Control Records 8 3
Holdings & Requirements 8 3b
L_yout 20 I0
R_npower 1 36
Release of 8 3
Space Occupied 8 3b(1)
































































































Bond Legal Sufficiency ]3 6










Survey Reports 17 24,6
Manpower 1 35
Records 1 25
Suspense File 1 9g
Symposia 1 39
System Safety Plan Files 25 2





Tapes - Magnetic -
Business
Applications 27


























































































































P&D Project 25 I0
Test Directives
R&D Project 25 la(5)
Tests
Driver





Test Records of Radio-
active Materials 21 12
Test Reports 25 la(9)
mo 25 la(9)
Testing Data 20 6
Testing Proof 20 6
Tests
Emergency Operations 1 23
Emergency Readiness 1 22
Time & Attendance Reports 4 2
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P&O Project 25 6b
Unsatisfactory Condition 20 7
l
Unsolicited Proposals








































































First Aid Rooms Ii i
Health Units ii i
Visitors
Control 12 15
Foreign National 19 17
Visitors Pass 8 4a
Vital Statistics
Reports on NASA Personnel ll 5
Voucher
Reimbursement 2 1










Wire & Wireless Message
Records
Hard Copy & Type Copy










Wire & Wireless Message
Records--Cont.
Messages Log & Date
Received
Withdrawal of Permit
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